I. INTRODUCTION
The Responsibility to Protect (R2P) is a complicated and "emerging norm"' of international law that seeks to provide a means for the international community to prevent mass atrocity crimes occurring within the boundaries of a sovereign state.' Since its emergence in 2001, in the wake of humanitarian tragedies in Bosnia, Rwanda, Kosovo, and Darfur, R2P has been hailed as a way of resolving what one commentator called the "problem from hell." 3 Under R2P, however, the use of force is reserved for actions within the UN Charter's Chapter VII framework. As the Syria crisis has demonstrated, this position continues to hinder efforts by the international community to protect populations from mass atrocity crimes.
This article argues that when peaceful measures have been exhausted and the Security Council is deadlocked, R2P's third pillar should allow the use of only those low-intensity military options, such as no-fly zones and humanitarian safe havens, that are focused on protecting populations. This approach would advance R2P's development by establishing specific criteria that allow for the limited use of force when the Security Council fails to act. In doing so, R2P will be able to fulfill its primary purpose of preventing mass atrocities within a sovereign state, thus preventing humanitarian tragedies similar to those witnessed in Bosnia, Rwanda, Darfur, and now Syria. /08/22/13409128-syria-crisis-russia-warns-obama-against-violation-ofinternational-law?lite.
7.
See, e.g., Christopher Harmer, Russian Naval Base Tartus, INST. FOR THE STUDY OF WAR (July 31, 2012), http://www.understandingwar. org/backgrounder/russian-naval-base-tartus (explaining the strategic significance of Russia's naval base at Tartus). The Syria crisis highlights the current limitations of the R2P doctrine. Despite R2P's important contributions to the protection of populations over the past decade, the Security Council's veto system can still create situations where states can commit mass atrocity crimes against their citizens. At present, R2P lacks a framework for the limited use of force when the Security Council fails to act. In its present formulation, therefore, R2P is missing a crucial component.
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This article first provides a background to R2P, discussing the debate surrounding the legality of "the right of humanitarian intervention." It then discusses the emergence of R2P, providing an overview of R2P's third pillar, which authorizes the use of force. This article then continues to argue that R2P's third pillar should provide for the limited use of force without Security Council authorization.
Since any use of force outside the Security Council would be at the limits of international law, this article sets forth specific criteria that must be satisfied before the international community could act under R2P's third pillar: (1) a prima facie case must be established; (2) peaceful options must be exhausted; (3) the Security Council must be unable to act; (4) any military force used must be limited to lowintensity options designed to protect populations; (5) the use of lowintensity military force must be authorized by a legitimate authority; and (6) the intervention must come at the request of credible opposition groups. Although the use of force without Security Council authorization is a complicated and delicate question, this article argues that these criteria are the most appropriate way to develop R2P moving forward. 
See Ben Sharples, New Zealand Wants Security Council Veto Change
Amid Syria Crisis, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, Sept. 30, 2012, http:// www.businessweek.com/news/2012-09-29/new-zealand-wants-securitycouncil-veto-change-amid-syria-crisis.
II. BACKGROUND TO THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT DOCTRINE R2P was born out of the humanitarian tragedies of the 1990s and the international community's disagreements as to whether international law recognized a "right of humanitarian intervention,"
in effect a right to use force for the purposes of preventing mass human rights abuses.' Although the protection and promotion of human rights featured as one of the United Nations' principal purposes, 2 the UN Charter both generally prohibited the use of force" and guaranteed a state's right to be free from intervention, except for measures authorized by the Security Council under its Chapter VII powers or through state actions taken in self-defense.14 The tension created by the competing concerns of human rights and national sovereignty led to uncertainty about how far the international community could go to intervene in a sovereign state in the face of major human rights violations. Questions arose regarding whether the Security Council had the authority to intervene in matters that were wholly within the borders of a state, and whether, barring Security Council action or a valid claim of self-defense, other states could lawfully take action to stop mass human rights violations." As a result, the international community's ability to REPORT] , available at http://responsib ilitytoprotect.org/ICISS%2OReport.pdf. Humanitarian intervention is defined as "the question of when, if ever, it is appropriate for states to take coercive -and in particular military -action, against another state for the purposes of protecting people at risk in that other state."
12. See U.N. Charter art. 1, para. 3 ("To achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without discrimination as to race, sex, language, or religion."). 
A. Kosovo
In 1998, Yugoslav President Slobodan Milolevid commenced attacks on ethnic Albanian civilians as part of a campaign against the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA)." At first, the Security Council responded to the human rights violations with Resolution 1199.20 In this resolution, the Security Council labeled the situation in Kosovo a threat to "peace and security."
2 ' The Security Council also adopted provisional measures that demanded the parties cease hostilities and take steps toward a conciliatory dialogue." In the months that followed, as President Miloievid continued to order attacks on civilians and civilian-populated areas, it became apparent that stronger measures would be required to end the mass human rights abuses.n The Security Council, however, failed to authorize further coercive measures to prevent mass atrocities.
Facing 
B. The Right of Humanitarian Intervention
At the Security Council in March 1999, the United Kingdom justified its actions in Kosovo on the doctrine of "humanitarian intervention." 27 The United Kingdom argued that an exception to the UN Charter's prohibition on the use of force had emerged that allowed states to use force, only for the purposes of preventing mass human rights abuses, when: (1) there is convincing evidence of extreme humanitarian distress on a large scale that requires immediate urgent relief; (2) it is objectively clear that there is no practicable alternative to the use of force if lives are to be saved; and (3) the proposed use of force is necessary and proportionate to the aim of humanitarian intervention. Importantly, Supporters also contended that the historically selective use of humanitarian intervention did not disprove its existence, since humanitarian intervention was conceived as a right to intervene and not an obligation.31 Furthermore, even those instances of state practice that relied on self-defense as a justification for their actions, were, in reality, a form of humanitarian intervention." In Uganda, for instance, Tanzania did not merely repel attacks, but overthrew a repressive regime. The arguments for and against the right of humanitarian intervention demonstrate the controversial nature of the concept within international law. Humanitarian intervention evolved from a once widely disregarded policy into a compelling justification for the use of force to prevent mass human rights violations. While humanitarian intervention's status as a norm of customary international law remains contentious, state practice and opinio juris suggest that a strong argument can be made for the right's legality. 43 Upon considering international law's growing emphasis on protecting populations, the ICISS report concluded that the concept of state sovereignty, and our understanding of it, must entail a state's responsibility to protect its own citizens." ICISS coined this proposal the responsibility to protect, or R2P.
A. Content of the ICISS Report
Following more than a year of research, interviews, and investigation," ICISS found that since the Peace of Westphalia 4 6 international norms had shifted such that state sovereignty was no longer inviolate." In the twenty-first century, ICISS found sovereignty entailed responsibility: in particular, the responsibility to protect populations from mass human rights violations. 4 As part of the responsibility to protect, ICISS proposed that states had three separate, but interlinked duties. First, individual states were primarily responsible for protecting their populations. 49 ICISS categorized this aspect of the R2P as a state's "responsibility to prevent," outlining a state's obligation to eliminate the root causes of mass atrocities. 0 Second, ICISS found that where a state fails to protect its population-or is the driving force behind mass atrocities-the responsibility to protect shifts to the international community.," ICISS categorized this aspect of R2P as the "responsibility to react," stating that in responding to mass atrocities, the international community must first exhaust peaceful options, following which force can be used in extreme circumstances. 52 Third, ICISS found that after the use of force to prevent mass atrocities, states should help post-conflict states rebuild. In doing so, ICISS held that states should provide full assistance to support recovery efforts, reconstruction, and reconciliation." ICISS framed this aspect of R2P as the "responsibility to rebuild," making clear that when acting pursuant to its responsibility to rebuild, the international community should pay particular attention to addressing the causes of harm that an intervention was designed to halt or avert."
In reaching its conclusions, the ICISS report addressed two of international law's most controversial questions: when could states use force to protect populations and which authorities would be competent to authorize it? ICISS first found that the international community could use force to prevent atrocities when attempts to resolve crises by peaceful options had been exhausted and the the resultant exposure of the population to mass starvation and/or civil war; and overwhelming natural or environmental catastrophes, where the state concerned is either unwilling or unable to cope, or call for assistance, and significant loss of life is occurring or threatened.
Id. at 32-36. 49. Id. at XI.
Id.

51.
Id. at 29.
52
. ICISS discussed the meaning of "extreme" stating that the use of force should be confined to "cases of violence which so genuinely 'shock the conscience of mankind' or which present clear and present danger to international security, that they require coercive military intervention." Id. at 31. 53. Id. at XI.
Id.
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Preventing Mass Atrocity Crimes circumstances faced by the international community were extreme." To ensure these principles were adhered to, ICISS provided a six-part test for determining whether the use of force for humanitarian purposes is warranted. 6 According to ICISS, for intervention to be legitimate: (1) just cause must exist; (2) the assistance must be provided as a last resort; (3) the acting states must have rightful intentions; (4) the action must be proportional to the humanitarian crisis; (5) the action must have a reasonable chance of success; and (6) the action must be authorized by a legitimate authority.
7
Regarding the competent authorities to authorize the use of force (for the purposes of protecting populations), ICISS found that the UN was the principal organization charged with the task. 8 Presumably in recognition of the fact that there were likely to be future instances in which the Security Council would be deadlocked, as it had been throughout much of the 1990s, ICISS provided that when the Security Council fails to act, regional or sub-regional organizations could take collective action within their boundaries." Moreover, ICISS provided that a UN General Assembly Uniting for Peace Resolution could provide "a high degree of legitimacy for an intervention."G
B. UN Evolution of R2P
Post-2001 and the ICISS report, the UN began to shape R2P. In doing so, the UN contributed to the doctrine's codification and international acceptance, but its actions also marked a subtle shift away from the ICISS formulation of R2P. In particular, the UN did not endorse or build on the ICISS Report's discussion of how the international community may respond to mass atrocities when the Security Council fails to act. 
61
R2P first featured on the
138-39.
138. Each individual State has the responsibility to protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. This responsibility entails the prevention of such crimes, including their incitement, through appropriate and necessary means. We accept that responsibility and will act in accordance with it. The international community should, as appropriate, encourage and help States to exercise this responsibility and support the United Nations in establishing an early warning capability.
139.
The international community, through the United Nations, also has the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means, in accordance with Chapters VI and VIII of the Charter, to help protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. In this context, we are prepared to take collective action, in a timely and decisive manner, through the Security Council, in accordance with the Charter, including Chapter VII, on a case-by-case basis and in cooperation with relevant regional organizations as appropriate, should peaceful means be inadequate and national authorities manifestly fail to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. We stress the need for the General Assembly to continue consideration of noted that the protection of populations by the use of force was only available when authorized in accordance with the UN Charter's Chapter VII framework. 70 In the wake of the UN General Assembly's acceptance of R2P, the UN Security Council "reaffirmed" the doctrine in April 2006.71 Specifically, the UN Security Council adopted paragraphs 138 and 139 of the World Summit Document in its landmark Resolution 1674 on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict.
2 In endorsing the World Summit's formulation of R2P, the Security Council confirmed the main protection responsibilities of R2P, also reaffirming the Security Council's prerogative on the use of force.
In 2009, the UN codification of R2P continued when UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon presented a report (SecretaryGeneral's Report) clarifying R2P so that states could implement it in a "fully faithful and consistent manner." 73 According to the SecretaryGeneral's Report, R2P should be understood as comprising three conceptual pillars. 74 First, each state has the responsibility to provide security for their populations and protect them from genocide, wax crimes, and crimes against humanity. 75 Second, when a state lacks the capacity to protect its populations from these crimes, the international community has the responsibility to provide assistance, helping states to meet their obligations 6 Third, if a state "manifestly the responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and its implications, bearing in mind the principles of the Charter and international law. We also intend to commit ourselves, as necessary and appropriate, to helping States build capacity to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity and to assisting those which are under stress before crises and conflicts break out. Id.
Id.
71. See S.C. Res 
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Preventing Mass Atrocity Crimes fails" in its protection responsibilities, the international community should respond in a timely and decisive manner, by taking a range of peaceful, coercive, or forceful measures in accordance with the UN Charter." With time, the Secretary-General's "three pillar" approach has become widely accepted, having been endorsed by more than fifty states.'
IV. R2P's THIRD PILLAR AND THE USE OF FORCE
The use of force to protect populations is one of the most controversial issues in international law. In Bosnia and Rwanda, states and regional organizations failed to protect populations from mass atrocities. When states used force to end mass atrocities in Kosovo without Security Council authorization, however, their actions were viewed as controversial. 79 With the rise of R2P, the international community was provided with a framework for preventing or halting the mass atrocity crimes that characterized these humanitarian tragedies.
A. Pillar Three of the Responsibility to Protect
R2P is primarily concerned with the prevention of atrocity crimes through peaceful means. In doing so, R2P respects the importance international law attaches to state sovereignty, 80 while also providing a framework that regularizes the use of force to protect populations. Only in rare instances will R2P permit the international community to use force. In these circumstances R2P's three-pillar framework ensures the international community will only use force when absolutely necessary.
According to the Secretary-General's Report, R2P's third pillar requires that when a state has "manifestly failed" to protect its population, the international community should respond "in a timely and decisive manner," through a "reasoned, calibrated and timely response" in accordance with the UN Charter. 8 The March 2011, NATO led, intervention to prevent atrocity crimes being committed by the government of Libya against its own citizens marks the first major instance of Security Council practice under R2P's third pillar.u Following extensive human rights abuses and statements of intent to commit mass atrocities by Muammar Qaddafi,"4 on February 26, 2011, the Security Council passed Resolution 1970" in an attempt to resolve the Libya crisis peacefully. The resolution cited the "Libyan authorities' responsibility to protect its population,"" further referring the Libyan situation to the ICC and imposing an arms embargo, travel ban, and asset freeze on a number of specified individuals."' In the weeks that followed Resolution 1970, it became clear that Qaddafi had no intention of stopping his attacks and that if the international community was to successfully protect the Libyan population, stronger measures were required." As a result, on March 2, 2011, the Security Council authorized all necessary measures to protect civilians and civilian-populated areas under threat of attack by Qaddafi forces." The authorization of the use of force resulted in a 82. Id 
Second, the Security Council authorized intervention in Libya demonstrates international law's extension to allow the use of force in situations where atrocity crimes may occur, or are imminent; Resolution 1973 stated "that widespread and systematic attacks currently taking place in the Libya Arab Jamahiriya against the civilian population may amount to crimes against humanity." 
See id.
94.
Id. This standard of proof equates to a civil test of balance of probabilities and is contrasted with higher burdens of proof such as a "prima facie case" and "beyond reasonable doubt".
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there is an alternative. In the face of Security Council inaction, a regional organization or coalition of the willing should be able to authorize and undertake the limited use of force to protect populations from mass atrocity crimes. The case of Syria indicates why such an evolution of the R2P doctrine is necessary, and how it might be applied in practice.
In March 2013, after twenty-four months of conflict, the scale of the Syria crisis rivals the worst humanitarian tragedies of the past two decades. 6 In August 2012, the UN Human Rights Council found that the Syria crisis was being driven by a "state policy" of deliberate attacks against civilians amounting to war crimes and crimes against humanity. 97 At the same time, the prohibition of mass atrocity crimes is now recognized as jus cogens,1 0 2 or fundamental to the international system. Such status in international law is vitally important, because it reminds the international community that it should prevent atrocity crimes wherever possible. Moreover, as Bosnia, Rwanda, Kosovo, Darfur, and now Syria demonstrate, the Security Council will not always act to prevent mass atrocities, either in a timely and decisive manner, or at all.
When the Security Council fails to act, this article argues that R2P's third pillar should allow a regional organization or coalition of the willing to authorize and undertake the limited use of force to protect populations from atrocity crimes. To mitigate concerns regarding state sovereignty and the use of force without Security Council authorization, R2P's third pillar should only allow lowintensity military operations in limited instances. The criteria that ensure this careful balance are outlined below:
1.
A prima facie case must be established: Before force can be used to prevent or halt mass atrocity crimes, a prima facie case must be established that atrocity crimes are occurring (or about to occur). This prima facie case would need to be established using evidence gathered by neutral, internationally respected sources, such as the UN Human Rights Council, the International Committee of the Red Cross, or the International Criminal Court. This is now possible due to the development of international criminal law, which has codified the elements of atrocity crimes.
2.
Peaceful options must be exhausted: Consistent with R2P's second pillar, peaceful options for preventing or stopping the atrocity crimes-commencing with diplomacy and progressing to more coercive tactics such as sanctionsmust be exhausted before any jlow-intensity military options could be considered.
The Security Council must be unable to act: The Security
Council must be unable to act effectively in the crisis. In practice, one or more of the Security Council's five permanent members, each of which wield a veto, must have repeatedly blocked resolutions aimed at compelling the state in question to prevent or stop mass atrocity crimes and fulfill its responsibility to protect its 
Any military force used must be limited to low-intensity options designed to protect populations:
States would only be privileged to use low-intensity military options designed to protect populations, such as no-fly zones and humanitarian safe zones. Limiting military force in this way would help to ensure that states are acting out of the right intentions and using force that is proportional to achieving R2P's humanitarian goals.
5.
The use of low-intensity military force must be authorized by a legitimate authority: Consistent with the ICISS report, this article argues that the legitimate authority for a no-fly zone or humanitarian safe haven could come from a number of sources, including a broad international coalition, a regional political or security organization, or the UN General Assembly.
6.
The intervention must come at the request of credible opposition groups: Implementing a no-fly zone or humanitarian zone within a sovereign state would also require a specific request for intervention from opposition groups that represent victims of atrocity crimes.
B. Pillar Three of the Responsibility to Protect When the Security Council Fails to Act
This article discusses each criterion below, describing the safeguards that ensure consistency with international law governing the use of force. Moreover, to illustrate how these criteria would apply in future instances of mass atrocities, this article uses the Syria crisis as a practical case study.
A prima facie case must be established
Before the international community can use low-intensity military options to protect populations, a prima facie case of ongoing mass atrocity crimes must be established. 103 strong sense of the common law concept; as described by the U.S. Supreme Court, a prima facie case constitutes evidence sufficient to create a "legally mandatory, rebuttable presumption" on the part of the opposing party. Y 4 In the context of R2P, the prima facie case requirement would place the burden of proof on the international community,"o0 mitigating concerns about R2P's abuse by selfinterested states. As the ICISS report noted, legitimate humanitarian interventions must have a "just cause," which contemplates the use of force only in situations where large scale loss of life or ethnic cleansing were occurring or about to occur. Consistent with the ICISS report, a prima facie case requirement would also help to ensure that any use of force under R2P would be "to halt or avert human suffering." '0 A prima facie case of ongoing mass atrocity crimes need not be made in a formal court of law. Instead, international organizations, which are now capable of investigating mass atrocity crimes and making their findings publicly available, can provide an independent, transparent source of evidence. The UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC), an inter-governmental body of forty-seven states "responsible for the promotion and protection of all human rights around the globe," can establish commissions of inquiry to determine the existence of atrocity crimes. The International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC) now lists protecting civilians in armed conflicts as one of its primary objectives; its delegates visit conflict areas to ensure that "authorities and other constituted groups comply with their obligations under" international humanitarian and international human rights law.10 Similarly, the ICC Office of the Prosecutor has a dedicated investigations unit tasked with gathering possible evidence of atrocity crimes. 10 Recognized experts, such as leading academics and former prosecutors, can also play a key role in evaluating whether atrocity crimes are occurring within a sovereign state. 106. See ICISS REPORT, supra note 11, at XII.
Protection of the Civilian Population, INT'L COMM. OF THE RED CROSS
(Oct. 29, 2010), http://www.icrc.org/eng/what-we-do/protecting-civili ans/overview-protection-civilian-population.htm.
108.
Article 53 of the Rome Statute provides that before initiating an investigation, the prosecutor must determine whether "there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation" by taking into account, inter alia, whether there is "a reasonable basis to believe that a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has been committed or is being committed." Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, art. 53, July 17, 1998, 2187 U.N.T.S. 90.
The international community would be able to ensure objectivity in this process because it now has clear, well-defined standards by which to determine whether a state is committing mass atrocity crimes. Amongst others, the International Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda and the Former Yugoslavia and the ICC, including the Rome Statute that created it, constitute a robust jurisprudence that has codified the elements of atrocity crimes.
In the case of Syria, a prima facie case would consist of welldocumented evidence from multiple independent sources that the Assad regime had intentionally committed mass atrocity crimes. The UNHRC has been actively involved in investigating mass atrocity crimes in Syria, and has established a Commission of Inquiry for this purpose. According to a February 2012 UNHRC Report, Assad's security forces have committed "widespread, systematic, and gross human rights violations"1" by indiscriminately using heavy weapons, including tanks, artillery, and helicopter gunships, against civilians. 110 Additionally, the Report found that Syrian forces had deliberately shot civilians, shelled residential areas, and tortured hospitalized protesters."' That Report also found that Assad's security forces had summarily executed unarmed protesters, targeted women and children with snipers, and attacked residential areas with indiscriminate weapons such as mortars. 112 Echoing the language of R2P's third pillar, the Report concluded that Syria has "manifestly failed" to protect its own people.11 3 The majority of these attacks, the UNHRC Report found, have been directed against unarmed civilians. In one such incident, on December 21, 2011, Syrian government forces "attacked a group of activists who had sought refuge in the village mosque. . . . After the forces withdrew, 60 bodies were discovered . . . the victims appeared to have been tortured before their execution."' Since the February 2012 UNHRC Report was released, new atrocities have been reported on an almost daily basis. In the Houla region, Syrian militias aligned with the government, known as shabiha, executed over one hundred civilians, leading a number of western states to expel Syrian diplomats in protest."' 109. Report on the Syrian Arab Republic, supra note 5, 2. In response to the widespread international condemnation over Houla, 116 the Syrian government claimed that it was legitimately targeting "terrorists," who were themselves responsible for the mass killings. 117 Yet even when Syrian forces have attacked armed opposition forces, such as fighters from the Free Syria Army (FSA), they have done so in a way that also deliberately targets civilians in violation of international law. In December 2011, during a Syrian military operation in Bab Amr, Homs against the FSA, the February UN Report found that "[r]esidential buildings . . . were shelled by tanks and anti-aircraft guns," and "[sitate snipers also shot at and killed unarmed men, women, and children."" The February 2012 UNHRC Report also found that defectors from the Syrian forces have been "summarily executed.""' Evaluating these findings in their totality, the UNHRC concluded that the Syria crisis is being driven by a "state policy" of deliberate attacks against civilians amounting to war crimes and crimes against humanity.12
In Syria, international experts have also contributed to building a prima facie case. Professor David Crane, former Chief Prosecutor to the Special Court of Sierra Leone, has led a team in writing a detailed report documenting the atrocities that have occurred in Syria since March 2011.121 Professor Crane's report considers and analyzes reports from news agencies and NGOs, concluding that there is evidence to support an allegation that forty individuals within the Assad regime have committed crimes against humanity.
2 Investigative reports by leading NGOs, such as a Human Rights Watch, reinforce Professor Crane's conclusions. 
Security Council Debates Response to
Preventing Mass Atrocity Crimes
As the Syria crisis illustrates, international criminal law has evolved in parallel with R2P.
There is now an international consensus, supported by the jurisprudence of the Rwanda and Yugoslav tribunals and codified in the ICC's Rome Statute, regarding the elements of mass atrocity crimes. Moreover, the existence of mass atrocity crimes can now be independently evaluated and verified by neutral organizations, such as the UNHRC and the ICRC, which can be relied upon to document whether or not atrocity crimes are occurring and who might be responsible. In Syria, the UNHRC's Commission of Inquiry concluded that the Assad regime is responsible for mass atrocity crimes. This conclusion has been reinforced by reports from independent experts and NGOs. The Syria crisis demonstrates that it is now possible for the international community to present a prima facie case, based on objective criteria, transparent methodology, and independent sources of evidence, that a sovereign state is committing atrocity crimes.
Peaceful options must be exhausted
After establishing a prima facie case of ongoing atrocity crimes, the international community must exhaust peaceful means to compel the state to stop committing mass atrocities. This requirement corresponds to the "last resort" principle endorsed by ICISS and the UN High-level Panel for determining whether the use of force for humanitarian purposes is warranted and justifiable. As the ICISS report noted, "every non-military option for the prevention or peaceful resolution of the crisis [must be] explored, with reasonable grounds for believing lesser measures would not have succeeded."1
24
Policymakers have a number of tools that do not involve the use of military force to incentivize a recalcitrant state to change its behavior. These run the gamut of statecraft, including diplomatic overtures (peace plans, ceasefires); political sanctions (severing diplomatic relations, imposing travel restrictions on particular individuals); and targeted economic sanctions (arms embargos, restrictions on oil exports). In general, the international community should start with diplomacy before resorting to more coercive measures. Still, policymakers should have some flexibility in this regard, since the appropriate amount of pressure to apply will inevitably depend on the sanctioned state's behavior and particular facts of the crisis, as established by the prima facie case.
The Syria crisis illustrates the extent to which the international community must exhaust peaceful options before low-intensity military options could be considered. In Syria, the international community has tried multiple rounds of regional and UN-brokered peace plans, and sanctions without success. In fact, the Assad 124. ICISS REPORT, supra note 11, at XII.
49-
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A series. of international peace plans have failed to stop the Assad regime from committing mass atrocity crimes. In December 2011, the Syrian government signed a peace plan sponsored by the Arab League,' agreeing to form a national unity government, hold elections,' 6 and allow Arab League monitors to enter the country. In the three weeks following the monitors' arrival, however, more than 400 people died, prompting the League to suspend its mission on January 28, 2012.127 The following month, the Arab League temporarily halted cooperation with the Syrian government after the government rejected an Arab League resolution calling for a joint Arab League-UN peacekeeping mission. 128 On February 16, 2012, the UN General Assembly condemned "widespread and systematic violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms by the Syrian authorities," calling upon the government to implement the Arab League's peace plans. 
Id.
Supervision Mission in Syria (UNSMIS), a ninety-day deployment of up to 300 additional unarmed military observers. ' Similarly, sanctions have also been ineffective in pressuring the Assad regime to stop its attacks on civilians. The United States, European Union, and Arab League imposed extensive sanctions that restrict the travel and freeze the assets of Syrian officials,m33 block the purchase of Syrian oil,"1 and target Syrian information technology."3 The EU has also imposed seventeen rounds of sanctions, targeting luxury items as well as goods and technologies that can be used for internal suppression.' 3. The Security Council must be unable to act Before force can be used outside the Security Council, the international community must have repeatedly tried, and failed, to achieve consensus within it. Moreover, the prospects for any future Security Council action must be remote due to opposition by one of the Council's Permanent Members. By setting a high diplomatic threshold, this criterion ensures that the Security Council's primary role in authorizing the use of force is respected. It also ensures that states cannot abuse R2P to bypass the Security Council and use force for their own aims.
In Syria, for instance, the Security Council has failed to pass three strongly- 
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Even as the international community has seemingly abandoned efforts to stop the crisis through Security Council action, violence in Syria has continued to intensify.
4. Military force must be limited to low-intensity options designed to protect populations Any use of force would be limited to low-intensity military options, such as the creation and enforcement of a no-fly zone or humanitarian safe zone. These options would satisfy both the "right intentions" and "proportionality" standards proposed by the ICISS report and the UN High-level Panel for the legitimate use of force for humanitarian purposes. 140 Under the "right intentions" standard, states must be motivated by a desire to save civilian lives rather than self-interest. 14 1 One test for "right intentions" is whether the military force is "directed against the territorial integrity or political independence" of the state. 142 In addition, the military force used must be proportional to the humanitarian goal of protecting at-risk populations. 140. See ICISS REPORT, supra note 11, at XII. Although these criteria were initially designed to test the legitimacy of the use of force with Security Council authorization, they can also be applied to the use of force without Security Council authorization. As discussed above, first two criteria-"just cause" and "last resort"-largely track the first two pillars of R2P Syria presents a "just cause" for intervention because the international community has established a prima facie case of ongoing mass atrocity crimes. The use of force in Syria would be a "last resort" because a succession of peace plans, ceasefires, and economic sanctions have not stopped the Assad regime from attacking civilians. The Iraqi government strongly opposed the plan for humanitarian zones, and said it would do everything in its power to prevent their creation. Nonetheless, in mid-April, coalition forces moved into northern Iraq with the express intention of setting up camps for Kurdish refugees and coordinating humanitarian aid.',5 The zone lasted about three months and safeguarded some 450,000 Kurdish refugees before they were able to return home. 158 5. The use of low-intensity military force must be authorized by a legitimate authority
When the Security Council fails to act to prevent or halt atrocity crimes, a legitimate authority must authorize any use of force. 15 
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Preventing Mass Atrocity Crimes regional security organization, a coalition of the willing,"' or some form of multilateral operations. 16 2 One possible basis for this authority would be a broad-based international coalition, including representatives from neighboring states. A regional political or security organization, such as the European Union, the African Union, or the Arab League, could also legitimately authorize an R2P intervention. The ICISS report endorsed regional or sub-regional organizations pursuing collective action within their boundaries, on the basis that member states to those organizations are more familiar with local political actors and are more likely to bear the costs of any humanitarian crisis on their borders.' 6 Like the ICISS report, the UN High Level Panel also approved of the trend towards using regional coalitions to stop atrocity crimes. Another possible basis of authority would be the General Assembly's "Uniting for Peace" procedure.1 5 6. The intervention must come at the request of credible opposition groups 
VI. CONCLUSION
International law relating to the use of force to prevent atrocity crimes is still evolving. Even so, the R2P doctrine reflects a growing international consensus on several issues: (1) sovereignty entails the inherent responsibility to protect populations from mass atrocity crimes, the prohibition of which is fundamental to the international system; (2) the protection of populations from mass atrocities is primarily the responsibility of the state; (3) when a state is unable to prevent atrocity crimes from occurring, the international community should encourage and help that state to meet its sovereign obligations; (4) when a state manifestly fails to protect its population, the international community should first attempt to protect populations through peaceful means; and (5) once peaceful measures have been exhausted, the international community has the right to use force to bring an end to mass atrocities. Despite R2P's important role in shaping the international community's responses to mass atrocities, the doctrine has limitations. As the Syria crisis demonstrates, instances of mass human rights violations reminiscent of Bosnia and Rwanda still persist, largely because of Security Council inaction. As a result, the international as diplomatic pressure and sanctions, must be exhausted, ensuring that force is used only as a last resort. Third, the Security Council must be unable to act because of repeated vetoes and continued opposition by permanent members. Fourth, any military force used must be limited to only those low-intensity options designed to protect populations, such as no-fly zones and humanitarian safe zones. Fifth, force must be authorized by a legitimate authority, which could come from a broad international coalition, a regional political or security organization, or the UN General Assembly. Sixth, the intervention must come at the request of credible opposition groups that represent the victims of mass atrocity crimes.
Over the past decade, R2P has made significant contributions to the protection of populations from mass atrocities. The doctrine has tackled, and engendered consensus on, some of international law's most difficult and controversial questions regarding the use of force. In doing so, R2P has pushed debates forward in important ways. While these developments should be applauded, the next phase of R2P's development must critically reflect, and as the framers of R2P once did, build consensus around some of the most controversial and complex issues of present-day international law. By establishing specific criteria that allow for the limited use of force when the Security Council fails to act, R2P would enable the international community to prevent the next Rwanda or Srebrenica.
